
Fully immersive and highly entertaining,  

enjoy a 720° thrilling experience of gaming in a 

whole new dimension with our VR pods.  

VIRTUAL REALITY 
PODS 

PRICE FROM 
£795 + VAT 

SUITABLE FOR: All ages - children aged 7+. 
 Maximum of 2 players at once. 
 
GREAT FOR: Birthday Parties, Stag Events,  
 Exhibitions, Corporate Events, Student Events,  
 Gaming Events and Tournaments  
 
SET UP: Inside only - no stairs. 
 
REQUIRES: Standard electrical power and a flat,  
 clean, even surface 
 
SIZE: 2.1m depth X 1.1m width X 2m height 
 
WHAT’S INCLUDED: 
 - 9D Virtual Reality Simulator (Two-Seater) with  
    moving platform 
 - Unlimited plays from a list of high-quality virtual 
    reality simulations & games 
 - Uniformed attendant 
 - 4-hour hire (set up & take down time not included) 
 - Black interior leather seats with white exterior skin 
 - Delivery, set-up, pack-away and removal (within  
   20 miles or an additional delivery fee will apply)  
 
OPTIONAL EXTRAS: 
 - Customised Skin    £350 + VAT 
 - HD video recording of guests’ reactions  £100 + VAT 
 - Online gallery with edited video clips from your 
    event   £200 + VAT 
 - Additional hours/days of hire (operational and/or 
    idle) - £100 p/h + VAT - £50 P/h + VAT for idle 
    hours 

9D and a 720° visually thrilling experience – it’s virtual 
reality like you’ve never known it before. Simply pop 
on the headset and take your seat in one of the 2 VR 
pods and take your senses on a wild whirlwind as you 
scope your way through one of 15 game simulations 
on the headset. Take your pick from outer space  
exploration to rollercoaster rides, haunted houses or 
even taking a walk amongst the dinosaurs – there’s a 
simulation for everyone.  

With the pods being designed for maximum comfort 
with an all-black leather interior, be prepared to take a 
multi-dimensional experience to new heights as the 
chairs move so slightly to simulate the game  
movements whilst your eyes are keeping up! Working 
with a moving platform, the VR experience includes: 
back, ear and leg air effects, full stereo audio, motion  
platform with synchronised vibrations and 2x 720° VR 
headsets.  

CUSTOMER REVIEWS 

“Would not hesitate to use your again.  Delivery  
attendant was very, very good, great attitude, very polite 
and friendly on arrival and then collection.”   
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Full immersive entertainment in a whole new 

dimension with our VR pods.  

VIRTUAL REALITY 
GAMES LIST 

Night Rollercoaster 

Experience a night ride on a secluded  
mountain range. It’s not for the fainthearted  

so hold on tight and let’s go!  

 

Space Shooting 

Jump into virtual reality space and start blowing  
up rocks and UFOs! Fly around, shoot stuff and  

have fun! It’s the ultimate childhood dream. 

 

Desperate Chase 

Feel the adrenaline rising as you experience  
the bumps and jerks as your bob sleigh  

gushes through tight tunnels and corners  
at high speeds. 

Pirate Shot 

Aim at the targets and shoot using cannons  
and barrels whilst on a high speed rollercoaster.  

This game is all about your concentration and  
precision so keep it steady!  

Deep Space Universe 

Take an unbelievable guided tour of the universe. 
Experience breath-taking views as your pod  

carries you around in mid-space 

 

Elevator City 

You witness strange events whilst on your  
elevator ride. You are not alone. Can you make  

it to your destination alive? 

Bubble Adventure 

Cartoon animated Super-Mario like game where 
you must collect as many points by popping  

bubbles as you jump, fly  and bounce your way  
past obstacles to the finish line. Don’t be fooled  
by the name, it will even have adults addicted. 

Defend War 

You have a mission to reach the mother ship,  
but the journey is not easy. Alien enemies and  
unsuspecting living plants obstruct your path.  
You must kill and dodge the obstacles if you  

are to achieve your mission. 

Journey of Terror 

Soar above the ocean carefully gliding your  
spacecraft through the tightest turns to get  
through difficultly positioned hoops to reach  

the end. 
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Space Drift 

Shoot zooming spaceships as they whiz past and  
try and attack you. You must shoot down more  
and more invaders as the levels get harder, so  
let’s put your hand-eye coordination to the test. 

Air Strikes 

An epic world of carnage, where you battle alien 
foes at lightning fast speeds and engage in epic 

outer space battles. Are you ready? 

 

Extreme Roller Coaster 

The undisputed champion of VR based roller  
coaster rides - and that we can say confidently.  

We advise this one for professional thrill  
seekers only! 

Evil Abyss 

Embark on a ghostly adventure unlike anything  
you have ever played before. Come face-to-face 

with terror itself as you look for your  
missing sister. 

Unlock the World 

A global theme-park themed simulation including  
10 famous landmarks from around the world.  

See the Eiffel Tower and Big Ben from the  
clouds above. 

Spiral Roller Coaster 

There’s more loops and this is more extreme.  
It’s one of the most exhilarating virtual reality  

roller coaster experiences available! 

CUSTOMER REVIEWS 

“Would not hesitate to use you again.  Delivery  
attendant was very, very good, great attitude, very polite 
and friendly on arrival and then collection.”   

“Staff were so great, arrived promptly and were totally 
self-sufficient. The team were dressed smartly and they 
injected great personality when explaining to each group 
the games!” Escape Room Pick and Mix Arcade Machine 
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Full immersive entertainment in a whole new 

dimension with our VR pods.  

VIRTUAL REALITY 
GAMES LIST 

Ready to enter a 9-D reality at your next event? Contact us directly below for a quotation. 

COMBINE WITH 


